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Keep in mind that ...

• I won’t be able to describe more than 70 years of memory research
in 10min.

• I’ll present some notions, concepts with the aim of expanding views
and give new perspectives, new ideas for looking at continual
learning in artificial neural networks.

• The brain is an ensemble of complex and dynamical processes that
we study using imperfect tools and without any baseline as to what
we are suppose to look for.

• The information we gather is incomplete, messy because of noise
and unknown factors, and we only get to tiny little pieces with every
experiments.
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Learning in the brain
or our best approximation of how the brain encode information

Learning can be studies at many levels:

• Behavioral changes

• Brain regions and their interactions

• Neuronal populations

• Neurons and both their functional and structural modifications

• Proteins and molecular pathways
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Learning in the brain
or our best approximation of how the brain encode information

Learning can be studies at many levels:

• Behavioral changes

• Brain regions and their interactions

• Neuronal populations

• Neurons and both their functional and structural modifications

• Proteins and molecular pathways

⇒ The challenge is to reconcile all of these levels and come up with a
coherent view that can integrate informations from multitude sources.



Learning in the brain
The behavioral level

Many different learning tasks and paradigms in a lot of different species

images from: https://ubsn.polyu.edu.hk/Equipment/Index and wikipedia



Learning in the brain
The behavioral level

Behavioral training can be massed or spaced which results in different
memory length.

Most paradigms cannot be one-shot
learned but some can: e.g. fear
conditioning.

⇒ Depending on what you want to look at, the choice of learning tasks
is crucial.

Kermen et al. 2010
image from: https://c3v9f5e2.stackpathcdn.com/wp-

content/uploads/2017/05/fear-conditioning-maze.png



Learning in the brain
Brain structures and their interactions

Memories don’t necessarily reside in the same brain region forever.

Squire et al. 2015



Learning in the brain
Neuronal populations

The brain has a higly sparse activity.
When encoding memories only specific subpopulations of neurons endure
long-lasting physical and chemical changes : they constitute the memory
engram = the physical substrate of a specific memory.

Tonegawa et al. 2015
Josselyn et al. 2015



Learning in the brain
Neuronal populations

In some specific neuronal regions things are even more complex with new
neurons being constantly created de-novo: it’s a process called
adult-neurogenesis. These neurons integrate a pre-existing circuit without
destabilizing it.

Ming and Song 2011
Sahay et al. 2011



Learning in the brain
Neurons and both their functional and structural modifications

Structural plasticity
Neurons have a highly dynamic structures, notably at the dendritic spines
level (however not exclusively!)

Nishiyama and Yasuda 2015
Berry and Nevidi 2017



Learning in the brain
Neurons and both their functional and structural modifications

Functional modifications
Hebbian plasticity i.e. long-term potentiation and long-term depression
are biological ways of increasing or decreasing synaptic strengh.

Bi and Poo 2001
Holtmaat and Scoboda 2009



Learning in the brain
Molecular pathways and protein modifications

Cascade of activation and synapse complexity
These functional modifications are underlined by untertwined molecular
cascade of vast complexities.

Nishiyama and Yasuda 2015



Learning in the brain
Molecular pathways and protein modifications

Gene activation
Which can have more or less long-lasting changes depending on the up-
or downregulation of downstream genes

Nishiyama and Yasuda 2015
Levenson et al. 2004



Learning in the brain
or our best approximation of how the brain encode information

What we remember in fine is the result of all these factors

• There are even more factors that I did not mention (replay memories
during sleep...)

• Learning is one side of the coin but forgetting is the other

• Some of these factors have important impact on the ability of an
organism to perform ongoing learning and to remember for long
periods of time

• Others not as much

• It’s hard to know beforehand which ones are important and which
ones are not

• Biology has a lot of redundancy
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Learning in the brain
or our best approximation of how the brain encode information

What we remember in fine is the result of all these factors

• There are even more factors that I did not mention (replay memories
during sleep...)

• Learning is one side of the coin but forgetting is the other

• Some of these factors have important impact on the ability of an
organism to perform ongoing learning and to remember for long
periods of time

• Others not as much

• It’s hard to know beforehand which ones are important and which
ones are not

• Biology has a lot of redundancy

As said before: The challenge is to reconcile all of these levels and come
up with a coherent view that can integrate informations from multitude
sources ⇒ Modeling will help us refine those biological model and vice
versa



Thanks for your attention!


